Hi Everyone
Thought I’d put together another newsletter before the end of 2019. Gosh are we really at the end
of another year!!
Before I go on to give you the news of what’s been happening in your club as far
as extra events and trips are concerned, there are two bits of information I’d like to
give you.
The first very important and exciting piece of news is that our club is now open to
55+ years!! Yes, that’s right, 55 years and over. So rally round your friends,
relatives and neighbours. Tell them how good it is to be a member of the Luxford
Centre…………….the varied weekly clubs we have, the extra trips, entertainment
and in-house events.
The second piece of information is for those of you who have
printers at home and use the large Canon or Kodak cartridges.
The Canon ones are numbers 540 and 541 – see photograph.
The Kodak ones are large like the Canon ones. If you get your
used cartridges to us we can get them recycled for you. Not
only is that great for the environment but your Centre then
benefits! Once the company receives the cartridges they pay
us for helping the environment, which goes back into the
Luxford Centre for you, the members, to benefit. Win win
situation!!
Now, onto what we’ve been doing………………
August saw us hot-footing off with the Lion’s bus to Bexhill. Everyone stopped off at the De-LaWarr Pavillion for refreshments and ‘facilities’! Many of us stayed there for a while to look at all it
has to offer inside with their varied exhibitions. The weather wasn’t great so we found lots to do
indoors within the town. Inevitably we all found somewhere for lunch and a drink before the
journey home.

September - fun was had by all with our in-house event, a Beetle Drive. Our lovely member,
Omer, did all the organization for the game – she is the expert and rules with a rod of iron and a
heart of gold! We played 9 games overall and ended up with the Champion of the day, our very
own Membership Secretary, June Card. Well done to her.
On 21st September we had another Public Quiz evening. As usual Pauline and Jim were our quiz
masters. There was a good turnout; these evenings are proving to be popular and the raffle is the
‘icing on the cake’. It is a fun evening and is the best way to make some funds for your Centre, so
please do continue to support us and bring your friends and relatives to join in. There will be more
quizzes booked for 2020.
October - well tis’ the season for Lynn’s to start their trips to the Star Inn or Moorings, for one of
their sumptuous 3 course lunches. We always get a full bus on this one, well you can’t beat a 3
course dinner plus your coach cost for only £12.50!! So when the registration form goes up you
have to be quick to get your name down and pay.

Also in October we had an in-house event, which was a musical talk from Andrew Creegan and
friends, on the music of 1930’s and 1940’s. It turned out to be not only an interesting afternoon
where much was learnt, but also a very entertaining time and I believe the afternoon was enjoyed by
all who attended.

We had another trip with Barry and the Lion’s bus to Brighton Marina. It was a lovely and sunny
but cool day. The group broke off into smaller groups after the initial cup of tea when we arrived.
A stroll along the Marina was rather lovely on this beautiful day, then we investigated the
independent shops with their offers. Obviously afterwards we found somewhere to have a leisurely
lunch, then back on the bus for the journey home to Uckfield.
November saw another trip to the Star Inn courtesy of Lynn’s travel which was well attended as
usual and everyone enjoyed the 3 course lunch.
Unfortunately the planned trip to Ikea with the Lion’s bus didn’t happen as there were so few
wanting to go. Disappointing really as it seemed there would be enough people wanting the trip to
happen. Still we can try it again another time.
The Sunday Lunches over the past few
months have been up and down with their
attendance, but since we’ve included
couples and friends it’s generally been a
lot better with the numbers. The Pig and
Butcher seems to be the favourite but we
hope to try some other venues in the near
future.
So dear members there you have it. As
you can see there’s been quite a few things
happening over the last number of months,
we hope to keep doing it for you for the
future months. But the only way we can
keep organizing so much is if you keep
supporting us and letting us know what
you want to do.
Don’t forget to keep an eye on the website: www.luxfordcentre.org and listen out for me on the
radio in the mornings, usually at the beginning of the month.
Keep warm this winter, remember to wrap up when you go out, be safe and keep well.
Your Centre will be closed for members over the Christmas/New Year period from Saturday 21/12
and will re-open on Monday 06/01/20.
Have a wonderful Christmas one and all. We look forward to seeing you in 2020 ready
for a busy, entertaining year ahead at your Centre

